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PREZ SPEAKS
The two page article from a recent NFFS Digest describes a club scoring system
developed by the Denver club. It’s called “Scramble” They use this to crown their
club champion. It’s more complicated than this, but it essentially gives each
contestant the chance to fly any model of any class against all other models flown
during that contest. Each person can also fly as many different classes as he
wishes to (such as P-30, A gas, HLG, etc) to achieve his very best score for that
contest. Only one of the contestants models is counted. After times are normalized,
they are then rank ordered from best to least and points are awarded – top gets
100% and all others get a proportional weight. Since points for the club champ are
given for only one of the models each person flies, it is a system that crowns the
winner for skill only and not a combination of skill and activity that our current
system does. At our last meeting, the Scramble system was proposed as a new
scoring system to replace our current system starting in 2012. Like in any system,
there are pluses and minuses. No up or down vote was taken. It is fair to say that
the proposal resulted in a very active discussion and there were strong voices for
and against. Please read the article. At some point we quite likely will work up
some modifications to our current system. I personally see good results with our
current system but it never hurts to take a look at alternatives.
Last night I got an interesting call. We have been offered the use of an indoor dome
to fly indoor models. This dome has a 104 foot ceiling. It is a geodesic dome with a
diameter of 440 feet. This is the Round Valley Dome located in Eagar, AZ east of
Springerville. In round numbers it is about 200 miles NE of here near the NM
border. There apparently is space to fly outdoors as well. Let’s think about this as a
nice cool summertime event. Eagar is at 7,000 feet elevation.
Elmer Nelson

I-10 Challenge April 10, 2011
There was some concern whether our field would be dry enough for flying as there
was some good rain in Eloy on Saturday, Apr. 9. When I arrived at the field at 7:00
AM, Steve and Bonnie Hesla were already waiting at the entrance. The ground looked
dark brown and as I drove in the wet surface was sticking to the tires. With the easterly
winds I established a N-S flight line close to the ditch at the West field.
At the start of the contest at 8:00 AM it was a cool 45° with not much drift as the sun
started to dry the ground surface. During the contest 10 flyers put up flights in 21
events. With 6 maxes (6x180 sec.) Steve Hesla with his C Gas ship put up the highest
score. He also garnered the most points flying a total of 4 AMA Gas events.
Around noon the wind speed had picked up and we had gusts up to 9 mph. The wind
was now more out of the NW. When the contest ended around 1:00 PM the field was
nearly dry with a temperature of 65°.
This traditional contest again pitted the Phoenix area freeflighters against the ones
residing around Tucson. Per Elmer’s points compilation Phoenix beat Tucson 243 to
220!
Peter Brocks, CD
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Pitch, Roll and Yaw
Dick Nelson
In the beginning all the cards were on the table. Everyone expecting
to be the first to fly knew he needed a power plant, some sort of an airscrew
fastened to the crankshaft, wings like a bird, some wheels or skids and a place to
sit. Later, the idea to get the nose pointed up and down was thought to be
necessary and the ability to turn seemed reasonable too. So, in their plans, most all
wannabes put movable surfaces at the rear and the operating handle near the seat.
All except the Wright brothers; they alone had that ace in the hole.
As bicycle guys, they proposed that you had to lean in the direction of
the turn. You didn’t just move the handlebars. First you leaned and then carefully
swung the handlebars in the same direction, coordinating both according to the
speed at which you were moving. This complicated things immensely, but they flew
captive gliders which confirmed their thoughts and subsequently paved the way for
wing warping on their first manned airplane. Warping the wings, we now know, was
roll control. Pitch control was done with horizontal moving surfaces and yaw control
with vertical surfaces.
As dedicated freeflight flyers, we do it the same way except our roll
control is fixed. We simplify it by building in the wing warps. We move our
horizontal stab up and down for pitch control and use a vertical rudder tab to control
yaw. The same method Wilbur and Orville used is simple and clean. In a good
contest model, ground adjustments in these two surfaces are all we need to get a
beautiful climbing spiral that will lead to a repeatable, no stall transition to glide. The
difficulty comes in identifying which surfaces to adjust.
First, a few words about torque. Torque is the force opposite the
rotation of the propeller. Newton’s Third Law of Motion is, “Every action has an
equal and opposite reaction”. This law has not been repealed. Therefore, the
torque force wants to roll the airplane counter clockwise as viewed from the pilots’
seat, the same direction as the roll necessary for a right hand climbing spiral. The
torque force is not right or left (yaw) or up and down (pitch) and cannot be
supervised by tweaking the stab or rudder tab position, although many try to do so.
We build in roll control primarily so that we don’t have to adjust it. It
also simplifies construction. Tiny amounts of warp built into the wing structure before
covering do a marvelous job. Leaving out pitch control for a moment, the roll/yaw
coordination required is quite straightforward. If we want to climb to the right, we
want the right wing to rise in the climb (roll) and the yaw to aerodynamically drive the
nose to the right to keep it headed in the same direction relative to the roll. That
“best” climb comes when we are able to separate yaw and roll in our head and then
adjust yaw with the rudder tab for the amount of built-in roll.

Pitch control is used to keep the coordinated roll/yaw forces in the
correct climb attitude for the amount of power available. A continuous tight barrel
roll about the vertical is a good example of the correct amount of yaw required for
the amount of roll we built into the model, but it makes for hammerhead stalls and
the consequent poor glide unless we also use timer actuated pitch and yaw
surfaces at precise moments. A wide-circling, slightly nose up, fast climb gaining
little altitude may also be a good example. The difference in the two is in the
amount of pitch control. The barrel roller could use less pitch (negative), the
wanderer needs more (positive). Positive is nose up, but watching the model and
its pattern can fool even the most experienced flyer. The most important concept
is that each force is very much independent of the other and is easily controlled by
the one adjustment commited to that force. That is the easy part. The hard part is
in recognizing which force needs to be altered and by how much.
Left climbs fight the torque, so if we choose that, we build in an
otherwise unnecessary complication. Different configurations of models with
different engine locations, thrust lines, pylon heights, wing planforms, etc. make
for differing looks, but no difference in the effect of torque or the method of force
control. Since torque is constant in the climb, roll due to torque is hardly ever
noticed except on smaller rubber models with big props and lots of rubber and
then only immediately after launch. Torque is not seen after the first few feet of
climb on a healthy sized contest model with a powerful engine running smoothly
because the aerodynamic forces are changing with airspeed and are much
greater than the constant torque force.

He actually built it himself…and flys it without a radio !
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